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Transitional Flow at the Venous
Anastomosis of an Arteriovenous
Graft: Potential Activation of the
ERK1/2 Mechanotransduction
Pathway
We present experimental and computational results that describe the level, distrib
and importance of velocity fluctuations within the venous anastomosis of an arteriove
graft. The motivation of this work is to understand better the importance of biomecha
forces in the development of intimal hyperplasia within these grafts. Steady-flow in
studies (Re51060 and 1820) were conducted within a graft model that represents
venous anastomosis to measure velocity by means of laser Doppler anemometry. N
cal simulations with the same geometry and flow conditions were conducted by emp
the spectral element technique. As flow enters the vein from the graft, the velocity
exhibits flow separation and coherent structures (weak turbulence) that originate from
separation shear layer. We also report results of a porcine animal study in which
distribution and magnitude of vein-wall vibration on the venous anastomosis were
sured at the time of graft construction. Preliminary molecular biology studies indic
elevated activity levels of the extracellular regulatory kinase ERK1/2, a mitogen-activ
protein kinase involved in mechanotransduction, at regions of increased vein-wall v
tion. These findings suggest a potential relationship between the associated turbu
induced vein-wall vibration and the development of intimal hyperplasia in arterioven
grafts. Further research is necessary, however, in order to determine if a correlation e
and to differentiate the vibration effect from that of flow related effects.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1537737#
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Introduction

Individuals with end-stage renal disease would succumb wi
a few weeks or months if not sustained by some form of dialy
therapy or a kidney transplant. For hemodialysis patients, an a
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rte-

riovenous~AV ! graft ~Fig. 1! is constructed from an artery to
vein to provide an access site. By bypassing the high-resista
vessels~arterioles and venules!, high flow-rates can be achieve
that are necessary for efficient hemodialysis. Polytetrafluo
ethylene~PTFE!, a synthetic graft material, is often used for the
grafts. Unfortunately, more than half of the AV grafts fail an
require surgical reconstruction within three years@1#. The major-
ity of these graft failures are caused by occlusive venous ana
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motic intimal hyperplasia~VAIH !, which is a stenosis or narrow
ing of the vein downstream of the graft. Because the use of
grafts as hemodialysis access grafts is expected to rise, the
significant interest in finding treatments that prevent or reduce
development of VAIH in AV grafts.

While the natural healing response after surgery causes s
degree of intimal thickening, the biomechanical environment
pears to be responsible for progression of intimal thickening
occlusive VAIH. Biomechanical forces in the AV graft are uniqu
with generally high wall shear stress~WSS! acting on the vein, a
region of flow separation, and pressure fluctuations that vibr
the vein wall and surrounding tissue. Kanterman et al. ha
shown that hyperplastic stenoses occur predominantly in
proximal venous segment~PVS!, downstream of the graft-to-vein
junction @1#. This observation suggests the possible involvem
of disturbances to flow created in the graft-to-vein junction a
advected downstream. In a canine animal model, Fillinger et
@2–5# measured perivascular tissue vibration and intimal hyp
plasia ~IH! in AV graft venous anastomoses, to investigate t
results of varying both flow-rate and geometric details. Th
found the highest tissue vibration and IH to be correlatedr
50.92,p,0.001) @4#. In the absence of direct measurements
flow turbulence, they hypothesized that tissue vibration w
caused by turbulent flow and that the degree of vibration w
correlated with the blood turbulence level. They concluded tha
high flow-rate in these grafts led to flow disturbances, deposit
of vibration energy in the vessel wall, venous intimal-med
thickening, and the initiation of IH.

Extensive numerical and experimental investigations@6–19# of
the fluid dynamics of distal end-to-side anastomoses associ
with arterial bypass grafts have been conducted, motivated by
fact that this junction is a site of particularly high risk in IH. A
further motivation is that the junction offers a situation providin
a complex mix of fluid-dynamic phenomena and can potentia
aid the quest for causal linkages between disease localization
fluid-dynamic details for arteries in general. The fluid mechan
of the arterial and venous end-to-side anastomoses differ prima
because of differences in flow-rate. This produces a much hig
Reynolds number in the graft-to-vein junction than in the dis
arterial end-to-side anastomosis and implies a greater tenden
flow instability and turbulence, as noted by Fillinger et al.@3#. In
addition, mean pressure is much lower~2–3 times! and overall
mean WSS is much greater~5–10 times! in a venous anastomosi
compared with the arterial anastomosis. Vein grafts are know
remodel~arterialize! when placed in an arterial circuit due to th
increased pressure and WSS environment. Thus, the remod
process is expected to differ within a venous anastomosis.
differences in hemodynamics and the biological differences in
arterial and venous wall suggest that VAIH in hemodialysis gra
and IH in arterial bypass grafts should be considered as two
tinctly different phenomena@3,20#.

Shu et al.@21–24# experimentally obtained the mean veloci
profiles and WSS inside realistic AV graft models. They implica
the low and oscillating WSS near the stagnation point and se
ration region in the development of a lesion downstream of

Fig. 1 Geometry and nomenclature of the venous anastomo-
sis A-V graft model
50 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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toe. No measurements of turbulence levels were reported. E
et al. @6# described separation patterns in a 45° junction that
sembles the venous anastomosis at Reynolds numbers in the
250 to 1650. Transition to unsteadiness was observed experim
tally at Re51650 but not at Re51100. A recent study by Ene
Iordache et al.@25# examined the fluid dynamics of arteriovenou
fistulas using computational fluid dynamics~CFD!. The geometry
was based on a 3D reconstruction of a patient geometry. W
this geometry differs from the end-to-side venous anastomosis
high flow rate and sharp bend of the radial artery on the ven
artery caused the vessel wall to be subjected to high WSS,
circulation, and areas of elevated WSS gradients with Re va
ranging from 658 to 1275. However, they did not report tran
tional flow. In the present study, we present experimental
numerical results that detail the transitional nature of flow in
venous anastomosis of an AV graft.

The activation of mitogen-activated protein kinases~MAPKs!
and cytokines has been demonstrated in response to hemodyn
shear forces in endothelial cellsin vitro. Both the stimulatory
effects of temporal gradients in shear and the inhibitory effects
steady shear on gene expression were found to be mediate
activation and inactivation of immediate early genes~Egr-1, c-jun,
c-fos! @26,27#. In other studies, MAPKs including ERK1/2 an
JNK have been shown to play an important role in shear-str
mediated endothelial gene expression@28#. However, the vein-
wall MAPK response to varying magnitudes of tensile and sh
stressin vivo remains largely unknown.

Altered hemodynamics induces an adaptive response of the
sel wall that involves migration and proliferation of vascul
smooth muscle cells~VSMCs! in the subintimal space@29#. The
cellular mechanisms include the activation of intracellular sign
ling molecules such as MAPKs@30–32#. The first identified
MAPK cascade is composed of the MAPKs ERK1 and ERK2 a
has been best characterized as mediating signal transductio
hemodynamic forces and growth factors. Shear-induced ERK
activation was attenuated when endothelial cells were pre-tre
with MAPK inhibitors @33#. Upon phosphorylated activation o
ERK1/2, nuclear translocation of the complex is critical for ea
immediate gene expression@34,35#. Specifically, within the
nucleus ERK1/2 is responsible for phosphorylation of the nucl
transcription factor Elk-1. By binding to a sequence in the p
moter region of Egr-1, Elk-1 has been shown to be an esse
component of shear-induced Egr-1 transcriptional activation@36#.
We have previously shown that following experimental arter
injury, reduced levels of flow and hemodynamic shear upregula
in vivo levels of Egr-1 responsible for the coordinated express
of endothelial and VSMC proteins such as PDGF-A, PDGF
and TGF-b @37,38#.

The goal of the present research is to investigate the poss
relationship between the hemodynamic environment~turbulence
and WSS levels! of the AV graft and AV graft failure. We report
evidence regarding the level and importance of velocity fluct
tions within the venous anastomosis based on~1! color Doppler
ultrasound measurements in a human AV graft,~2! experimental
measurements of velocity within anin vitro model,~3! WSS and
velocity simulations using computational fluid dynamics for t
same geometry,~4! vein-wall vibration measurements taken du
ing a porcine animal study, and~5! preliminary molecular biologi-
cal studies regarding the distribution and level of activity
ERK1/2 at different regions of the venous anastomosis.

Methods

Human AV Graft Hemodynamics. Color Doppler ultra-
sound measurements~Acuson 128XP/10! were conducted to de
termine AV graft-vein junction flow conditions and vessel diam
eters on two dialysis patients within one month of gra
implantation. The PTFE AV graft connected the brachial artery
the basilic vein in the antecubital fossa. Based on measurem
taken from a B-scan-mode outline, the graft lumen diameters (Dg)
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 Color Doppler ultrasound images on a dialysis patient’s graft-to-vein
junction „venous anastomosis …. Velocity traces are shown for measurements
taken near the centerline of the „a… PTFE graft, „b… proximal venous segment
„PVS…, and „c… distal venous segment „DVS…. Note the large magnitude of ve-
locities in the graft and PVS with significant spectral broadening in the PVS
trace.
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were 6.0 and 6.7 mm. In both patients, the proximal and di
venous segments~DVS! were of comparable diameter and som
what smaller than the graft. The angle between the graft and
vein was approximately 45° in one patient and less than 10° in
other patient. The anastomotic geometry varies considerably f
patient to patient for surgical reasons.

After the flow was imaged in color Doppler scan mode, a sta
Doppler sample volume was deposited in the center of each
sel, spanning approximately one-third of the vessel diamete
marker was aligned with the vessel axis, and the angle betw
the Doppler line of sight and the vessel axis was computed. S
the Doppler scan plane was arranged to contain the axes o
vein and the graft at the junction, this measured angle was the
angle between the Doppler line of sight and the vessel axis. It
therefore possible to compute true axial velocities.

The velocity trace for the graft showed much higher velocit
than in normal arteries, with a low pulsatility index because
sonograph trace remained well above zero throughout the c
~Fig. 2a!. For one patient, the instantaneous mean of the so
graph trace was estimated to be 1.5 m/s at the maximum and
m/s at the minimum of the cycle. For the other patient, the co
sponding numbers were 1.2 and 0.8 m/s. Measurements were
made in the PVS and DVS~Fig. 2b & 2c!; however, determination
of the mean velocity was difficult because of the degree of sp
tral broadening. The significant spectral broadening of the D
pler signal in the PVS is likely due to the transitional nature of
flow within the PVS.

Reynolds numbers for the graft are difficult to estimate beca
the shape of the velocity profile is unknown and the sample v
ume does not cover the whole vessel lumen. If one assumes
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velocity profile and normal blood viscosity and density (m
53.5 mPa•s, r51050 kg/m3), the above measurements lead to
systolic peak Reynolds number of Reg5rVavgDg /m52700 and a
diastolic minimum of 1800 for one patient. For the other patie
the corresponding values are 2400 and 1600. Under the ass
tion of a parabolic flow profile, the Reynolds numbers would
half as much. The truein vivo Reynolds numbers therefore rema
unknown, although they are expected to fall somewhere betw
values for parabolic and flat velocity profiles. Thus, Reyno
numbers at diastole and systole are estimated as 1100 and 1
respectively. These Reynolds numbers correspond to flow rate
1.0 and 1.7 liters/min at diastole and systole, respectively fo
graft diameter of 6 mm. These values are similar to those e
ployed in studies by Shu et al.@22–24# and to humanin vivo
values reported in the literature@39#. Flow entering from the DVS
was estimated to be 10% of the total blood flow; however, clini
experience is that the DVS sometimes occludes due to throm

Flow Model Geometry. The anastomosis model used in th
study was that previously used by Loth et al.@12# to investigate
the hemodynamics in a distal end-to-side arterial bypass ana
mosis. This model geometry also closely approximates the gr
vein junction of the AV graft. The model was up-scaled 7.6 tim
relative to thein vivo case. The model material was a transpar
elastomer~Sylgard 184, Dow Corning!, and the walls were thick
enough that the model could be considered essentially rigid.
graft-to-vein diameter ratio was 1.6, with a graft lumen diame
of 50.8 mm and a host vein diameter of 31.75 mm. The graft a
intersected the host vein axis at an angle of 5°.
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 51
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In Vitro Measurements

Flow System. A flow system was designed and constructed
provide the up-scaled model with the proper inlet and outlet fl
conditions. A mixture of 42% water and 58% glycerin by weig
was chosen to match the index of refraction (n51.41) of the
Sylgard model. This fluid had a density of 1110 kg/m3 and a
dynamic viscosity of 10 mPa•s at 23°C, as measured by a spind
type digital viscometer~Brookfield model LVTDV-II!. A 1/3 HP
split-phase centrifugal pump~Teel model 1V308! provided the
pressure head to drive the flow. A graduated cylinder-a
stopwatch was used to measure the total flow-rate. The ratio o
graft inlet flow-rate to the DVS inlet flow-rate was 9:1. The DV
inlet flow-rate was measured by an ultrasound transit-time flo
meter~Transonic Systems model T101!. Since fluid viscosity de-
pends on temperature, a heater/mixer in the downstream tank
used to keep the fluid temperature at 2360.5°C during the experi-
ments. The model was placed in a flow circuit under steady-fl
conditions such that flow entered the graft from a straight tub
m long with an inner diameter of 50.8 mm. Two different stea
flow-rates were set up, each with the same inlet flow ratio betw
the graft and the DVS. The corresponding Reynolds numb
based on the graft flow-rate and graft diameter were 1060
1820.

Laser Doppler anemometry~LDA ! measurements were take
both in the midplane and away from the midplane for the veloc
components parallel and perpendicular to the floor~u and v, re-
spectively!. For Reynolds number 1060, velocity profiles we
measured at 13 axial locations at the midplane. Outside the m
plane, velocity profiles were measured along five lines on the g
side at a distance 0.8D (D5vein diameter! from the hood-
midplane intersection and 11 lines on the vein side 0.5D from the
floor-midplane intersection. Preliminary measurements reve
that the turbulent fluctuation amplitudes within the anastomo
region ~region between the toe and heel! were comparable to o
lower than those measured at the AV graft and DVS inlets (X
<25.2). On this basis, detailed measurements for the hig
Reynolds number were confined to the graft inlet, the furth
proximal axial location within the anastomosis, and the PVS.
Reynolds number 1820, velocity measurements were taken a
axial locations in the midplane and away from the midplane
the vein side 0.5D from the floor.

The LDA system ~DANTEC Electronics mirror-type F147
B073, Model 5500A! uses two colors (blue5488 nm, green
5514.5 nm) to measure two components of velocity. A 350 m
argon-ion laser provided the laser output. The system consis
two Bragg cells, two photomultipliers with receiving optics an
two electronic counters. The Bragg cells enable forward and
verse velocities to be distinguished. Back-scattered light com
from the particles in the sample volume is collected at the pho
multiplier tube, in which the signal is amplified. The signal w
processed by an electronic counter~DANTEC 50N10 signal pro-
cessor! to obtain the Doppler-shifted frequency. The diame
(dm) and length (l m) of the blue-beam ellipsoidal sample volum
were 0.19 and 1.66 mm, respectively. The particles used to sc
the laser light were 0.993mm-diameter polymer microsphere
~Duke Scientific Corporation, Palo Alto, CA, no. 4009B!. The
concentration of particles in the water-glycerin mixture (2
3109 particles/liter) was determined by the ratio of the total v
ume of liquid in the system to the sample volume such that,
average, only one particle would be in the sample volume a
given time.

The data acquisition program SIZEware was used to record
instantaneous velocity for steady flow. Five thousand valida
samples were recorded at each location in the flow field aw
from the wall, and then the mean velocity was found by taking
averages of the samples for theu andn components of the veloc
ity. Since the data rate was lower near the wall of the mod
elapsed time mode was used, and data were taken for five min
52 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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~200–1000 validated samples!. The calculations for mean veloci
ties, fluctuation velocities, and Reynolds stress are defined in
following equations:

ū5

(
i 51

N

ui

N
, n̄5

(
i 51

N

n i

N
, ~u8!25

(
i 51

N

~ui2ū!2

N
,

~n8!25

(
i 51

N

~n i2 n̄ !2

N
,

urms5A~u8!2, n rms5A~n8!2, u8n85

(
i 51

N

~ui2ū!~n i2 n̄ !

N .

ui — instantaneous velocity component ofi th particle in
the x direction

n i — instantaneous velocity component ofi th particle in
the y direction

N — number of spherical particles passing through t
measurement volume

All data are presented atin vivo scale by converting thein vitro
measurements through dynamic similarity (Re5rVDg /m), where
the in vivo values are Dg56.7 mm, r51050 kg/m3, m
53.5 mPa•s). Note that the Reynolds number based on the v
diameter differs from that based on the graft diameter by the r
of the vessel diameters and flow-rates and is given byv
5(D/Dg)(Qv /Qg)Re5(1.6/0.9)Re.

Numerical Simulation

Mesh Development.The mesh generation involved two ma
steps. First, axial images of the model bifurcation were conve
into 3D-lumen geometry in a rapid-prototype file format. Seco
the above geometry was used to generate the vertices and co
tivity of a CFD mesh. The Sylgard model was imaged axia
using a spiral computerized X-ray tomography~CT! scanner~high
speed CTI GE! with an axial spacing of 1 mm (2563256 pixels,
field of view 1203120 mm). The calculated pixel size was 0
30.5 mm and a total of 250 axial images were acquired. T
software package Mimics~Materialise, Ann Arbor, MI! was used
to view the images and obtain the 3D-lumen geometry. W
Mimics, edge detection by thresholding was used to determine
lumen contour for each image. After initial edge detection, ima
were further refined manually, pixel by pixel, to achieve t
~operator-perceived! best description of the lumen geometry~Fig.
3!. Points along each contour were unevenly spaced. A FO
TRAN code was written to re-interpolate these points to be eq
distant along the contour~0.25 mm! and to smooth the surfac
geometry. The 3D geometric data represented as contour info
tion were used to create a 3D mesh with the topology shown
Fig. 4a and b. The mesh for the Re51060 case comprisedK
51968 hexahedral elements. For the Re51820 case, the mesh
was locally refined in the transitional flow region to yieldK
56168 elements, as illustrated in Fig. 4c. Details of the image
reconstruction and mesh generation techniques are given by
davalli et al.@40# and Lee et al.@41#, respectively.

Solution Technique. The solution technique used a spectr
element code developed at Argonne National Laboratory~Illinois,
USA! that is designed specifically for simulation of transition
and turbulent flows in complex geometries. The code is based
the spectral element method, which represents velocity and p
sure asNth-order tensor-product polynomials within each ofK
computational mesh cells~bricks!. The total number of grid-points
is approximatelyKN3. The polynomials can be differentiated t
compute derived quantities, such as WSS, and provide for a
rate high-Reynolds number solutions with minimal numerical d
Transactions of the ASME
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sipation and dispersion. Third-order-accurate time stepping
employed, and the solution was stabilized by using the filter
scribed by Fischer and Mullen@42#. Temporal and spatial conver
gence results have been presented previously@43#. Further details
of the discretization and solution method are given by Fisc
et al. @44#.

Fully developed Poiseuille flow was imposed at the graft a
vein ~DVS! inlets, and stress-free boundary conditions were i
posed at the PVS outlet. Blood was approximated as a Newto
fluid and the venous anastomosis was assumed to be rigid.
present calculations were conducted withN57. Short-time nu-
merical convergence studies atN59 and N511 confirmed the
adequacy of the spatial resolution. The simulations were initia
at Re560 and smoothly ramped to Re51060 by reducing the
viscosity. The solution was then interpolated onto theK56168
mesh and ramped to Re51820. The flow field downstream of the
toe became unsteady, with periodic shedding of coherent st
tures ~hairpin vortices!. The initial conditions were flushed
through the domain prior to accumulation of statistics, which we
taken over a 0.04 s interval corresponding to roughly 28 vor

Fig. 3 Computerized tomography images of the AV graft
physical model used to measure the 3D lumen geometry

Fig. 4 Three curved tubes with two angled surfaces „a… are
joined to create the 3-D bifurcation representing the arterio-
venous geometry „b…. This mesh is refined and extensions are
added to produce the final mesh „c….
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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shedding cycles. This simulation required roughly 14,000 tim
steps and about 5 days of computing time on 32 processors o
SGI Origin2000 at Argonne National Laboratory.

Porcine AV Graft Model

Animal Model. Three male miniature swine~25–30 kg! fed
normal pig chow were used for the study. Anesthesia was indu
by intramuscular injection of ketamine hydrochloride~2.2 mg/kg!,
xylazine ~2.2 mg/kg!, telazol ~4.4 mg/kg!, and atropine~0.4 mg/
kg! and was maintained with 1–2.5% isoflurane via endotrach
intubation. To reduce the incidence of graft thrombosis, all a
mals were given 80 mg of aspirin orally one day preoperativ
and postoperatively for the duration of the selected time cou
Heparin sulfate~100 IU/kg! was administered intravenously
minutes prior to implantation of the infrarenal aorta-to-extern
iliac-vein AV grafts to minimize perioperative graft thrombosi
Animals were killed by a lethal intravascular injection of sodiu
pentobarbital under general anesthesia following intervent
Housing and handling of animals were compliant with ‘‘Principl
of Laboratory Animal Care’’ and ‘‘Guide for the Care and Use
Laboratory Animals’’~NIH publication #80-23, revised 1985!.

The aorta-to-external-iliac-vein graft implantation was pe
formed as follows. By means of a retroperitoneal right flank in
sion, the parietal peritoneum was reflected off the iliopso
muscle. The distal infrarenal aorta and external iliac vein w
dissected. The internal iliac vein was ligated at its confluence
create a relatively generous proximal outflow segment with
side branches such that the turbulent flow field properties were
influenced by convergence or mixing of blood flow. A 4–7 m
externally reinforced PTFE graft was anastomosed proximally
the partially side-clamped aorta in an end-to-side fashion with
prolene suture. The graft was positioned in the retroperiton
space by using a loop configuration. The external iliac vein w
subsequently controlled with atraumatic clamps remote from
planned anastomotic site. A longitudinal venotomy was created
using a #11 knife along the anterolateral aspect and extended
length equal to 1.5 vein diameters. The 7 mm end of the graft
trimmed to the length of the venotomy and anastomosed in
end-to-side fashion with 6/0 prolene suture. After flushing a
potential air or debris, the aortic and venous clamps were relea
The constructed graft geometry is sketched in Fig. 5.

Vein-Wall Vibration Measurements.Non-contacting measure
ments of radial vein surface motion~vibration velocity! were
made by using laser Doppler vibrometry~LDV, Polytec CLV-800!
on each porcine AV graft vein anastomosis on the porcine ani
model on the exposed lateral wall at three regions indicated in
5. Similar measurements have been reported in the litera
@45,46# on a soft tissue phantom. The measured velocity lev
were several orders of magnitude larger than the threshold se
tivity of the LDV ~0.3 mm/s!. Vein-wall vibration velocity was
recorded at a sample rate of 2048 Hz for 4 s using a dynamic
signal analyzer~Hewlett Packard model 35670!. Due to the Ny-
quist criterion and necessary signal conditioning, this yield
measurements of vibratory motion up to 800 Hz with a frequen
resolution of 0.25 Hz. Pressure during the cardiac cycle was
measured with a high fidelity pressure catheter~Millar Instru-
ments Inc., Micro-tip Catheter Transducer, Model SPR-524,!
introduced via the distal external iliac venous segment. In ad
tion, pulsatile blood flow rate in the proximal AV graft vein wa
measured by a transit time flow meter~Transonic Inc.!.

Molecular Biology. Frozen tissue from the vein segment w
homogenized with a Polytron PCU-2-110 homogenizer~Kine-
matica! on ice in the lysis buffer containing 50 mM Tris~Ph 7.6!,
0.5% Triton X-100, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM Na3VO4 ,
10 mg/ml leupeptin, 10mg/ml aprotinin, 25 mM p-nitrophenyl
p8-guanidino-benzoate, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM NaF, 10mg/ml
trypsin inhibitor, 1 mM benzamidine. The homogenate was in
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 53
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Fig. 5 Sketch of the aorto-external iliac vein graft „LEFT… and the anastomotic
geometry with defined regions for biomechanical and biologic studies „RIGHT…
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bated on ice for 15 min and centrifuged at 14,000 g for 30 m
The supernatant was harvested, and protein concentration
measured by the Bradford method.

Western blot analysis was performed on one animal 4 ho
after graft creation to measure protein levels of ERK1/2 and J
in the extracts of porcine grafts. The protein extracts~40 mg/lane!
were heated at 95°C for 5 min in a sample buffer~94 mM phos-
phate buffer pH 7.0, 1% SDS, 2 M urea, and 3%b-ME!; electro-
phoresis then was performed on 10% SDS-PAGE under redu
conditions. The gels were placed onto Immobilon-P sheets~Mil-
lipore, Bedford, MA! that previously had been wetted with
buffer containing 25 mM Tris and 39 mM glycine, pH 8.9. Blo
ting was performed on a horizontal semi-dry electroblot appara
~Pharmacia-LKB, Piscataway, NJ! at 0.8–1 mA/cm2 for 45 min at
room temperature. The blots were blocked in PBS contain
0.05% Tween 20~PBST! and 5% nonfat dry milk, followed by
incubation with the monoclonal antibody against phosphoryla
ERK1/2 ~pERK1/2! ~Santa Cruz Biochem, Santa Cruz, CA!. The
blots were then washed and incubated with antimo
horseradish-peroxidase-labeled IgG. Subsequently, the blots
developed with the ECL Western Detection Reagent~Amersham!
according to the manufacturer’s instruction. The blots w
stripped in PBST~pH 2.5–2.8! for 1 hour, were labeled with a
monoclonal antibody againstb-actin ~Sigma!, and were then de-
veloped as described above. Graphs of blots were quantified
normalized to the levels of actin by scanning densitometry~Bio-
Rad 620 scanner, Richmond, CA! of graphs.

Immunocytochemical staining and analyses were used to d
mine the distribution of ERK1/2 in cross-sectional slices of t
venous anastomosis on two animals 4 hours and 4 weeks
graft implantation. Immunocytochemistry was performed on f
zen sections as follows. The tissue was embedded in OTC
frozen in Freon cooled in liquid nitrogen. Cross sections~5–8mm
thick! were cut in a cryostat at220°C and then brought to room
temperature at the time of staining. Sections were washed in P
quenched with 3% hydrogen peroxide for 5 min, and blocked w
10% normal goat serum in 1% BSA-PBST for 30 min. Sectio
were incubated with various primary antibodies at 4°C overnig
After washing with PBS, the sections were incubated with cor
sponding biotinylated secondary antibodies for 30 min~Envision
kit!. The antigen-antibody binding was detected by DAB substr
chromogen system~HK153-5K from Biogenex!. The slides were
washed, counterstained with hematoxylin for 60 s, dehydra
and cover-slipped. For a negative control, the sections were i
bated in PBS without the primary antibody. With a digital lig
microscope facility~Zeiss Axioskop microscope, Zeiss Axioca
camera with PhotoShop plug-in and Power Macintosh 9600/
computer!, each cross-section was scanned and saved for fur
analysis. With the aid of Adobe PhotoShop and NIH Image 1.
semi-quantitative measurements of the density~in pixels! of the
specific immunostains for ERK1/2 in the intima for each quadr
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were determined; a standard density scale ranging from 210
255 was used for densely stained areas with ERK1/2.

Results

Experimental Measurements.Figure 6 shows velocity vectors
turbulence fluctuation amplitudes and Reynolds stresses for
51060. SI units are used except for the Reynolds stresses, w
dynes/cm2 follow the convention established in the hemolysis a
arterial-wall-disease literature. AtX526.6D, flow enters the
model via the graft and DVS with a fully developed lamina
~parabolic! velocity profile ~Fig. 6a!. The two streams enter the
anastomosis region and merge, accelerating as they move p

Fig. 6 LDA velocity measurements at Re Ä1060 in the plane of
the bifurcation: „a… mean velocity vectors, „b… u -component tur-
bulent fluctuations, u rms , „c… v-component turbulent fluctua-
tions, v rms , „d… Reynolds stress, ru 8v 8
Transactions of the ASME
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mally because of the reduction in cross-sectional area. A sm
separation region downstream of the toe is evidenced by a re
grade vector near the wall atX510.4D. Turbulent fluctuations
and Reynolds stresses are small except near the toe side o
PVS starting atX512.0D ~Figs. 6b, c, and d!. The maximum
fluctuation amplitude (urms at X512.0D) is 0.3 m/s, which is
;25% of the local mean velocity.

The normally quoted threshold Re for transition in a pipe is
best approximate and is valid only for an extremely long a
smooth straight pipe. Turbulence can be tripped at lower Reyno
numbers but cannot be sustained below about 2300.
recirculating-flow rig used here was not designed with spec
precautions against flow instability, since no such ideal circu
stances can be assumed in biological flows. At Re51820~Fig. 7!,
we observed a small but distinct degree of blunting of the gr
inlet profile, indicating the flow to be near transition. The veloc
profile at the downstream~proximal! end of the anastomosis wa
not greatly different from that at Re51060, but the turbulent fluc-
tuation amplitude was considerably higher~0.47 m/s!, although it
was lower as a percentage~;15%! of the local mean velocity. The
fluctuation amplitude was nearly constant~3–5%! across the ves-
sel just before (20.4D) and after (10.4D) the entrance to the
PVS. The separated eddy just downstream of the toe penetr
further into the lumen atX510.4D than at Re51060, but reat-
tachment still occurred beforeX511.2D. This penetration dis-
tance was examined more carefully in separate experiments
was found to be;0.1D diameters measured from the hood sid
Further downstream, the profiles generally resembled those fo
at Re51060, except that atX513.6D the u-component profile
had become blunt and almost symmetrical. Turbulent fluctuati
and Reynolds stresses were elevated relative to those a
51060 and reached significant amplitudes closer to the toe,

Fig. 7 LDA velocity measurements at Re Ä1820 in the plane of
the bifurcation: „a… mean velocity vectors, „b… u -component tur-
bulent fluctuations, u rms , „c… v-component turbulent fluctua-
tions, v rms , „d… Reynolds stress, ru 8v 8
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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511.2D. The maximum Reynolds stress was 2030 dynes/c2,
whereas the maximum at Re51060 was 390 dynes/cm2. At both
Reynolds numbers, the primaryurms peak on the toe side split into
a double peak as the maximum amplitude decayed proximally
the PVS.

Fig. 8 LDA measurements of mean velocity for velocity com-
ponent parallel to the plane of the bifurcation and perpendicu-
lar to the floor of the graft „v mean… at different axial locations. „a…
secondary flow within the anastomosis at Re Ä1060, „b… sec-
ondary flow within and just downstream of the PVS at Re
Ä1060, and „c… secondary flow within and just downstream of
the PVS at ReÄ1820. Note that these are 1-D vectors of
v -component amplitude; the other component in the cross-
section plane, the w-component „flow normal to the bifurcation
plane …, was not measured.

Fig. 9 CFD velocity results in the plane of the bifurcation: „a…
mean velocity vectors at Re Ä1060, „b… mean velocity vectors at
ReÄ1820, „c… u -component turbulent fluctuations, u rms , „d…
v -component turbulent fluctuations, v rms
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 55
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Fig. 10 CFD simulation of the instantaneous vorticity distribution at Re Ä1060 „top … and 1820
„bottom … in the plane of the bifurcation
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The model was constructed to be symmetric about the plan
the bifurcation such that velocity profiles were expected to
symmetric about the centerline. Symmetry is evident in the p
files of velocity taken perpendicular to the midplane shown in F
8. Secondary flow was more pronounced at the higher Reyn
number, as expected.

Numerical Simulations. The velocity results of the CFD simu
lations are shown in Fig. 9 for Reynolds numbers 1060 and 1
in the plane of the bifurcation. Good agreement is observed
tween these CFD findings and the experimental results~Figs. 6
and 7! for both the profiles of velocity vectors and the fluctuati
amplitudes. The general location of the separation zone ag
with the experimental results. As in the experimental results,
urms profile exhibits a sharp spike near the onset of transition,
out, and becomes skewed toward the hood side at succe
downstream stations. The double-peaked structure observed i
experimental results is also evident in the numericaln rms profiles.

At Re51060 the flow is essentially laminar, while at R
51820 coherent structures can be observed downstream o
separation point near the toe. This is shown in the compariso
instantaneous spanwise vorticity in the plane of the bifurcat
~Fig. 10!. The coherent structures are more clearly identified
using thel2 criterion of Jeong and Hussain@47# as shown in Fig.
11. The colors in these figures represent the instantaneous
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pressure distribution on the lumen surface and on thel2 isosur-
faces.

Figure 12 shows the time-average predicted WSS within
just before the PVS portion of the venous anastomosis on
hood and floor. WSS is generally high throughout the PVS
expected because of the large flow-rate in these AV grafts. A sp
in the WSS is present at the toe as a results of the cusp in
model geometry. WSS is directed upstream in the small regio
flow reversal that extends roughly 0.7D and 0.8D downstream of
the toe for Re51060 and 1820, respectively. The distribution
WSS magnitude in the axial and circumferential directions
shown in Fig. 12c, where the angleu is measured from the floor o
the graft as indicated. As shown in Fig. 13, the instantaneous W
vectors acting on the lumen surface at Re51820 are of a complex
pattern and not all directed axially. These WSS patterns are tr
lated downstream as the generating coherent structures are
vected with the flow.

Vibration Measurements.Passive measurements ofin vivo
vein surface motion~radial vibration velocity! were made with
LDV at regions A, B, and C~Fig. 5!. The smallest and larges
levels of vein vibration were detected at positions A and B resp
tively, as seen in Fig. 14. Regional variation in turbulence-induc
vibration intensity was evaluated by computing the root me
squared~RMS! value of the vibration velocity in the frequenc
Fig. 11 Coherent structures „vortices … identified using the l2 criterion of Jong and Hussain
†47‡. Color represents the instantaneous 3D-pressure distribution. Left-full view, Right-detailed
view downstream of toe.
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 12 Time average WSS computed from CFD simulations „a… axial distribution „uÄ0°… at
ReÄ1060, „b… axial distribution „uÄ0°… at ReÄ1820, „c… axial and circumferential distribution at
ReÄ1820. „Note: the spike in WSS at the toe of the graft is caused by the sharp angle of the flow
model. …
range 40–800 Hz. The low-frequency range~,40 Hz! was ex-
cluded by frequency-domain truncation because vein-wall vib
tion in this frequency range is not related to turbulent fluctuatio
of velocity and pressure. The turbulence intensity was two- a
five-fold greater at position B when compared with positions

Fig. 13 Instantaneous view from the CFD results of the WSS
vectors on the lumen surface „LEFT…, zoom view in which the
complex pattern of WSS magnitude and direction is evident
„RIGHT…
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Fig. 14 Vein-wall vibration velocity measured directly on the
vein during surgery. Note the greater vibration at region B com-
pared to regions A and C. Regions of anastomosis are shown in
Fig. 5.
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 57
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and A, respectively. In a related study examining multiple A
grafts ~48!, not all measurements showed this distribution of
bration intensity. However, the overall trend in vibration intens
was consistent with this sample measurement.

Molecular Biology. pERK1/2 and its activity~Elk1 phospho-
rylation! were measured at the different regions of the anastom
vein segment with high~region B! and low ~region A! vibration
intensity levels, 4 hours after creation of the anastomosis.
ERK1/2 activity was determined by phosphorylation of the imm
diate downstream transcription factor Elk-1 that is known to
involved in growth and differentiation. Using densitometric ana
sis, we found a three-fold increase in pERK1/2 at this early ti
point at region B when compared to region A~Fig. 15 center
panel!. This was associated with a corresponding increase in
phosphorylation of the Elk1, implicating enhanced vein-wall
bration in the rapid activation of the putative mechanotransduc
pathways~Fig. 15, top panel!. The bands ofb-Actin indicate that
the loading conditions were similar for each case~Fig. 15, bottom
panel!.

At 4 hours ERK1/2 localized predominantly at regions of

evated vibration intensity~region B! within the intimal and medial
VSMCs. Densitometric analysis revealed at least a three-
increase in ERK1/2 immunostaining at region B when compa
to normal control vein and regions exposed to reduced vibra
intensity~region A! as shown in Figs. 16a, b andc. This pattern of
localization persisted at 4 weeks. Densely stained regions o
pied close to 37% of the intimal/medial area at regions of eleva
vibration intensity compared to 10–15% in regions of reduc

Fig. 15 MAP kinase assay „top panel … and Western blot assay
„center and bottom panels … for ERK1 Õ2 activity and phosphory-
lation from different regions „A and B … of anastomotic vein and
normal control vein „NV…. The bands of b-Actin indicate the
loading conditions.
58 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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vibration intensity and normal vein. Additionally the intima/med
thickness was greater~more than 2 fold! at region B when com-
pared with region A~Figs. 17a andb!.

We conducted cellular immunolocalization studies in contig
ous cross-sections, 5mm apart, located approximately 4–5 mm
from the suture line in regions of reduced and elevated vein w
vibration ~regions A and B, respectively!. The sections were in-
vestigated at 4 hours and 4 weeks. At 4 hours there was min
T cell ~anti-CD4 antibody! and macrophage~anti-CD11b/-Mac1
antibody! infiltration across the anastomotic regions. ERK1/2 im
munostaining was increased, however, in region B within end
helial ~anti-CD31 antibody! and medial VSMC~anti-actin anti-
body!, as shown in Fig. 16. At 4 weeks, a modest increase i
lymphocyte and macrophage infiltration was observed across
anastomotic regions. This is illustrated in Fig. 18, where
ERK1/2 immunostaining is noted in the intima~Fig. 18a! with no
evidence of colocalization of T-lymphocytes~Fig. 18b! and mac-
rophage infiltration~Fig. 18c! in immediately adjacent cross
sections~5 m apart!.

Discussion
The results presented describe many of the key features o

flow field to be expected within the venous anastomosis of a

Fig. 17 Immunolocalization of ERK1 Õ2 at four weeks in „a… re-
gion of reduced vein wall vibration „region A … and „b… region of
elevated vein-wall vibration „region B …. Densitometric analysis
of immunostaining intensity for „a… and „b… is shown in „c… and
„d…. ERK1Õ2 immunostaining is predominately localized in the
intimal region and is 2.5 fold greater in „b… compared to „a….
Magnification 40X.
Fig. 16 Immunolocalization of ERK1 Õ2 at four hours in „a… normal vein, „b… region of reduced vein wall vibra-
tion „region A …, „c… and region of elevated vein wall vibration „region B …. ERK1Õ2 immunostaining is represented
by dark brown color in the intima and media. Note the markedly increased ERK1 Õ2 density in the intimal and
media of vein wall with elevated vibration „c… relative to „a… and „b…. Internal elastic lamina is indicated as IEL
„40X magnification ….
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 18 Immunostaining for „a… ERK1Õ2, „b… T-lymphocytes and „c… macrophages in region of
elevated vein wall vibration „region B … at 4 weeks in immediately adjacent cross sections „5 m
apart …. Note the lack of co-localization between ERK1 Õ2 and the inflammatory cells.
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alysis patient’s blood-access AV graft. The experimental and
merical models have examined Reynolds numbers represe
peak and mean values of the physiological range indicated bin
vivo measurements. At these Reynolds numbers, the flow is hi
unsteady, complex, and three dimensional, with transition to
bulence as a prominent feature.In vivo measurements on the po
cine AV graft model identify regions of high vein-wall vibratio
downstream of the toe in the PVS, where significant velocity fl
tuations are indicated by the experimental and numerical mod
This high vein-wall vibration region was associated with eleva
activity levels of ERK1/2 and intimal thickening. This work give
preliminary evidence of a possible relationship between vein-w
vibration and the ERK1/2 mechanotransduction pathway. Ho
ever, more detailed studies are required to understand the inde
dent role of WSS and vein-wall vibration on VAIH at the veno
anastomosis of an AV graft.

In normal arterial flows, pulsatility plays an important role, a
a quasi-steady inflow assumption may not apply. AV graft flo
are abnormal in this respect, in that the elevated mean flow-
gives rise to a reduced pulsatility index. The results under ste
inflow conditions are therefore useful for several reasons. Firs
low pulsatility index implies that the unsteadiness is of reduc
importance. Second, steady inflow provides insight into the cau
of specific flow features, which may also exist in pulsatile flo
and allows them to be specifically identified as geometric p
nomena rather than unsteady phenomena. Third, numerical
tions of the Navier-Stokes equations require experimental m
surements for code validation. Such measurements are particu
needed for transitional flows. These results provide data for c
validation of the 3D steady-flow solution inside a mathematica
defined, but clinically realistic, venous anastomotic geometry.

Both the experimental and computational models were rig
We expect the rigid-model assumption to be reasonable bec
both vein and PTFE have small compliance at these pressure
because the pressure variation in the AV graft is much lower t
that in arteries. The mean and variation in pressure measure
our animal study were;20 and61 mmHg, respectively, versu
;100 and620 mmHg for arteries. While the compliance of th
porcine vein at 20 mmHg has not been reported in the literat
Brossollet @49# measured the compliance of a healthy can
saphenous vein to be 0.13%/mmHg at 21 mmHg andin vivo
length. Brossollet also reported compliance results based o
polynomial fit method he developed. The mean and standard
viation of compliance for 19 specimens were 0.28 and 0.11
mmHg, respectively, using this method. Thus, vein-wall mot
associated with the cardiac cycle is significantly lower~,1.0% of
the diameter! than that typically found in arteries. In addition, th
high frequency pressure fluctuations did not create signific
vein-wall displacement. The high-frequency vein-wall motion w
quantified by integration of thein vivo vein-wall velocity data
~Fig. 14! after band-pass filtering~40–800 Hz! to remove effects
of vein translation. The amplitude of vein-wall displacement
this frequency range was small~,1 mm, or 0.025% of the diam-
eter!.
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Both the experimental and computational models were symm
ric about the bifurcation plane. Symmetry is not physiologic
Sherwin et al.@18# examined the influence of out-of-plane geom
etry on flow within the end-to-side anastomosis. They found t
nonplanar flow notably alters the distribution of velocity an
WSS. This observation underscores the importance of sub
specific geometry in the study of graft hemodynamics. T
present results provide insight into the features of transitional fl
in a symmetric AV graft geometry that may also be present
nonplanar flows. Future studies in nonplanar geometries at th
Reynolds numbers may identify new features that are specifi
nonplanar flow.

The distinguishing feature in the AV graft is its transition
nature. However, strong secondary flow patterns were also pre
and found to be opposite to those normally reported for ana
motic geometries. Previous research on arterial distal end-to-
anastomoses reported a classic Dean flow pattern in the d
outlet segment~DOS! @12,16#, which is referred to as the PVS
here. In particular, Ojha et al.@16# found the velocity profiles in a
different geometry to be skewed toward the floor at Reyno
numbers 250–1300. The turning of the flow as it enters the D
sets up a Dean flow pattern in which flow on the lateral wa
moves upward~toward the hood!. This same pattern was observe
by Loth et al.@12# with the geometry of the present study and lo
Reynolds number (Re5140). In addition, each of these studie
differed from the present study in DVS flow direction and ma
nitude.

In the present study, the PVS secondary-flow pattern show
Fig. 8 is set up when the graft inlet flow impinges on the anas
mosis hood and is deflected downward. This downward stre
curvature causes a Dean’s flow opposite to that observed
@12,16#. This pattern persists when the graft inlet flow enters
PVS and merges with the weaker stream arriving from the DV
Once the two streams merge in the PVS, the flow is undevelo
and consequently has a reduced tendency to form a Dean
pattern as flow from the graft turns to align with the horizon
vein axis. As can be seen in Figs. 6a, 7a, 9a, and 9b, the axial
profile in the PVS is skewed toward the toe side, again, oppo
to that reported in@12,16#. The PVS secondary flow pattern i
qualitatively similar at both Reynolds numbers examined bu
strongest at Re51820.

The coherent structures observed in Fig. 11 are similar to
chains of hairpin vortices associated with transitional and tur
lent boundary layers@50,51#. The hairpin exhibits bilateral sym
metry about the bifurcation plane, with a central head that l
down ~away! from the toe-side and that is connected to a pair
counter-rotating vortices that form the legs of the hairpin. T
rotation of the legs is such that it sweeps near-wall fluid in tow
the symmetry plane. As described in@49,50#, the tails of each
hairpin vortex intertwine with the tails of the hairpin immediate
upstream.

An important feature of the AV-graft hemodynamic enviro
ment is the high frequency of the WSS and pressure fluctuati
Velocity-time traces from the numerical simulation at Re51820
FEBRUARY 2003, Vol. 125 Õ 59
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indicate a fundamental frequency of 715 Hz in the PVS dow
stream of the toe (X/D510.4, region B! associated with the
passage of coherent structures. Peak power values of vein
vibration during thein vivo study were;300 Hz as taken from a
power spectrum of time trace B shown in Fig. 14. The veloci
time traces from the LDA experimental provide RMS and Re
nolds stress values. However, the data rate was insufficien
provide quantitative information about the spectral content of
velocity fluctuations. The fact that the numerical frequency
larger than that measuredin vivo is probably attributable to the
variations in geometry and different Reynolds numberin vivo
~typical mean Revivo;1100– 1500). While the Strouhal numbe
~non-dimensional frequency! should be the same for a fixed ge
ometry and Reynolds number, the dimensional frequency will
proportional toV/D. The increase in vein-wall vibration down
stream of the toe is in agreement with numerical and experime
results. However, vein-wall vibration was larger in region B wh
the numerical and experimental results indicate velocity fluct
tions to be the same in regions B and C or even higher in reg
C. In addition to differences in geometry and Reynolds numb
the transfer of vibration energy from velocity fluctuations to t
vein wall may alter the vein-wall vibration distribution and mod
late the frequency.

Immunocytochemical qualitative and semi-quantitative analy
of ERK1/2 co-localization with T-lymphocytes, macrophages,
dothelial cells and VSMCs at the suture-line region and at regi
of the venous anastomosis were performed on regions where
ied levels of vein-wall vibration prevail proximal and distal to th
suture-line junction. Such studies were conducted at 4 hours a
weeks after porcine AV graft implantation. These studies indica
~1! ERK1/2 co-localizes predominately in the intima~endothelial
cells! and to a lesser degree in the medial VSMCs,~2! ERK1/2
immunostaining is greatly enhanced in regions of elevated v
wall vibration when compared with regions of suture-line inju
or reduced vein-wall vibration, and~3! ERK1/2 immunostaining
appears unrelated to T-lymphocyte and macrophage infiltrat
This is most evident at the suture region where significant m
injury and inflammation are present yet ERK1/2 immunostain
is less striking than at regions of elevated vein-wall vibratio
These findings indicate that biomechanical variables, nam
turbulence-induced vein-wall vibrations may play an importa
role in regulating MAPK activation in the intimal endothelial cel
of the venous wall. The contribution of inflammation to ERK1
activation appears minimal in this experimental model.

One question that arises from this research concerns the rel
importance of WSS and turbulence in the development of VA
and eventual failure of AV grafts. The localization of IH has lon
been thought to be correlated with low and oscillating WSS. I
canine animal study of IH in arterial grafts, Keynton et al.@52#
found IH to be correlated with mean and oscillatory shear ind
In another study, Loth et al.@13# have shown that, while a corre
lation is seen between IH and the reciprocal of WSS, the degre
correlation is reduced by the influence of material and injury.
the present study of the AV graft, WSS is nearly one order
magnitude greater than that found in the arterial distal anasto
sis. Still, in the AV graft, a region of flow separation is present th
is nearly one vein diameter in length and is associated with
WSS near the reattachment point. Another difference is that
fluctuating WSS~see Fig. 13! at these transitional Reynolds num
bers is different both in magnitude and direction from that
arterial grafts. The preliminary biological studies give eviden
that the tissue proximal~downstream! of the toe within the PVS
has begun to elicit the complex cascade of intracellular signa
events that typically occur in response to WSS stimulation
endothelial cells and VSMCs. This is shown by the increase
activity of ERK1/2 after 4 hours and 4 weeks.

This complex WSS pattern is accompanied by a distribution
vein-wall vibration. High-vibration regions are located just dow
stream of the toe in the PVS that coincide with the regions
60 Õ Vol. 125, FEBRUARY 2003
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greater WSS fluctuation. Further downstream, vein-wall vibrat
and velocity fluctuations decrease. Since the region of large v
wall vibration is near the region of the flow separation, it is dif
cult to separate their effects. This is a limitation of the presen
results. Further research must be conducted in which the deta
circumferential distribution of ERK1/2 is examined, since t
low-WSS region is confined to the toe-side of the PVS wh
vein-wall vibration appears to be more diffuse, encompassing
toe side, side walls, and floor side of the PVS. However, based
the results from Fillinger et al. on the correlation between tiss
vibration and VAIH in a canine study@4# and present preliminary
results, we suspect that vibration plays a more dominant role t
WSS within the AV graft. Fillinger et al. also found VAIH to be
correlated with Reynolds number. It seems unlikely that gra
with greater Reynolds numbers would also be associated
larger regions of low and oscillating WSS. Nonetheless, in
future we plan to investigate both vein-wall vibration and WS
within experimental AV grafts in further detail, with the aim o
separating these two effects.

Conclusions
We have presented evidence that the flow field within

venous anastomosis of an AV graft is transitional for cases
which the Reynolds number is under 2000. First, this was de
onstrated by spectral broadening of the velocity measurement
human by Doppler ultrasound. Second, large values of velo
fluctuations were measured within a modelin vitro that closely
represents thein vivo geometry under steady-flow conditions th
match the mean-flow conditions observedin vivo. Third, numeri-
cal simulations on the same geometry for steady-flow conditi
revealed the detailed pattern of coherent structures within the P
and demonstrated the large WSS values present at these Rey
numbers. Fourth,in vivo LDV measurements showed vein-wa
vibration with dominant frequencies that are high~;300 Hz! and
consistent with those observed in the experimental and nume
models. Additionally, we have presented preliminary results t
implicate vein-wall vibration as a possible biomechanical stimu
for the activation of ERK1/2 in the vein wall. Future work i
needed to determine the precise relationship between AV g
failure and fluid-dynamic variables such as velocity fluctuatio
and WSS, as well as their relative importance.
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